
Stanton International is a life-affirming movement of women’s healthcare clinics founded and based in the

Treasure Valley. Stanton exists to ensure women facing unexpected pregnancies have access to quality care and

compassionate alternatives to abortion. All services are provided at no charge to women, children, and families. 
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were considering or
seeking an abortion

of whom

406
70%
89%

TOGETHER, WE SERVED…

chose to have their baby

$448,399
in life-affirming services

35 STD tests with sexual 
integrity sessions 

717 Ultrasound Exams

$7,129

$225,855

TOGETHER,   WE PROVIDED…

$22,555
347 Lab-Grade Pregnancy Tests

The Stanton Wellness Center in Boise offers pre- and post-natal

education classes, childbirth classes, limited medical

consultations, mammogram screenings, therapy services, as well

as After Abortion Care and Recovery programs.  

114 women were served at the Stanton Wellness Center which

also houses our beautiful Stanton Baby Boutique. 

$10,760 in services and support were provided at the Stanton

Wellness Center.

TOGETHER,  WE CELEBRATE… 171 164
Stanton Babies Born! Stanton Babies Due!

No woman should feel forced to complete an abortion when she

has a change of heart. 

There is an aggressive push by the abortion industry toward the

“abortion pill.” Stanton offers the critical, life-saving option of

Abortion Pill Reversal to moms who feel the sting of regret after

taking the first abortion pill.

So far, five Stanton Babies have been
rescued from chemical abortions!

STANTON MOM MERCEDES AND BABY AUDI

STANTON BABIES JAYLAH AND PERSEPHONE
"LOBBYING" ON CAPITOL HILL

women 

$182,100
in baby clothing and supplies

ABORTION PILL REVERSALABORTION PILL REVERSAL WELLNESS CENTERWELLNESS CENTER



WATCH CHANNEL 7 INTERVIEW

Stanton Moms led the launch of our national #NotFakeToMe campaign

in response to pro-abortion politicians such as Senator Elizabeth Warren

who claimed life-affirming centers are “fake clinics” and “torture

pregnant people.” Our Stanton Moms and Stanton “Baby” Paolina read

their heartfelt letters at Senator Warren’s office detailing the HOPE and

help they found at Stanton Healthcare.

STANTON LAWMAKERS SYMPOSIUM AT
IDAHO STATE CAPITOL 

THE FIRST MARCH FOR LIFE WITHOUT ROE

AS THE LAW OF THE LAND!

Our Stanton Moms were excited to travel with their children to

participate in the March for Life in Washington, DC. Seeing thousands of

people at the first post-Roe march gave them fresh eyes to see the vast

community of support that exists for women facing unexpected

pregnancies!

In Idaho, a large group of Stanton “purple sashers” also marched to the

Idaho Capitol for a rally to celebrate the end of Roe and continue the

fight to end abortion, and make abortion unthinkable, across the nation. 

In February, we held our first annual Stanton Lawmakers Symposium

and it was a great success. In attendance were state lawmakers, local

mayors, the staff of our U.S. Congressional delegation, pastors, pro-life

leaders, and our guest speaker, U.S. Congressman Russ Fulcher. 

Most importantly, our Stanton Moms and their babies were there to

share their first-hand experiences of finding help and hope at Stanton

Healthcare when faced with an unexpected pregnancy. 

KTVB Channel 7 interviewed one of these brave women, and her

powerful story was featured in their 208 news segment.

HISTORY MADE!

STANTON MOMS LAUNCH NATIONAL
#NOTFAKETOME CAMPAIGN 

WATCH #NOTFAKETOME VIDEO
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Stanton International is a project of Generation Life, Inc., a non-profit 501(c)(3) organization recognized by the IRS. Donations are tax-deductible. 

Please prayerfully consider a gift of

$55, $550, or $5500 
to save lives and provide hope. 

hope!
Thank you for standing with Stanton as

we create a community of 

13,272
TOGETHER, WE VOLUNTEERED…

$398,160

STANTON MOMS IN WASHINGTON, D.C

WATCH THE CHANNEL 7 NEWS SEGMENT

hours totaling

in donated time

"I am here because of Stanton. I am 14 years old, striving for A's in

school, and working hard to get on my school's varsity softball team.

My career goal is to become an attorney. I'm shooting for the stars,

and I wont stop until I achieve my goals." - Stanton "Baby" Paolina


